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Abstract  

The working-class writer, having moved into a middle-class dominated field, often feels 

alienated from their old and new cultures – separated as they are from their heritage and not 

quite grounded in the new elite circle. The markers of working-class culture are much harder to 

define in our hyper-modern situation, and this exacerbates the alienation. This position opens 
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up possibilities in perception and expression from those in the margins and off-kilter positions. 

Tracing the multivoiced qualities of Tony Harrison’s ‘V’ and R. M. Francis’s poetics, alongside 

biographical and autobiographical details, this hybrid article argues that off-kilter and outcast 

voices, like those in the aforementioned class liminality, are in the best place to explore and 

discuss the difficult to navigate cultures, communities and identities. This fusion of personal 

essay, poetry and literary criticism considers the unusual, marginal and liminal positioning of 

working-class writers, researchers and academics. 
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Introduction 

 

Placing the working-class writer, artist and academic is a fraught task. There is a sense that if a 

working-class person moves into a field dominated by middle-class cultures and people, they 

somehow become less working class. Somewhat alienated from their roots and never quite 

enough for the new territory. This seems to rely on pretty old-fashioned caricatures of class 

identity to me, as it has in the past for figures like Tony Harrison who dealt with this alienation in 

his poems. The worlds of academia and the arts simultaneously need our diverse voices, and yet 

fail to make adequate room for us. It is unclear who is at fault. These divides are not going 

anywhere. They are being called different names and seem to have a heavier impact with the 

rise of tribal identity politics on the left and right. So, who to call on in this time of need? The 

best case is for an artist who sees plainly from both sides of the gulf. Tony Harrison’s work draws 

on ideas of division and of unity. His use of traditional Latin forms fused with local dialect and 

radical thought, act as both a clash and a union; his interests in conflict and rifts are both an 



attack and a call for hope. Following Harrison’s infamous poem ‘V’, I will track the ways this off-

kilter class positioning opens up possibilities in perception, expression, form and genre. Follow 

me, in this hybrid piece of poetic exploration, personal essay and literary criticism – we need a 

new off-kilter form to tackle such a task – as I track these gaps, clashes and bonds. 

I will consider why different social classes clash in different ways, and how working-class 

voices make room for themselves in the wake of these clashes. I will reflect on the sense of 

borderlessness in mine and Harrison’s classness, in terms of our work and biographies. Then, 

using Harrison’s poetics, I will make a case for ways we can open up new dialogues for 

addressing these concerns. 

 

Who is allowed and who wants to play? 

 

In Spike Lee’s 1990 film, Mo’ Better Blues, Shadow Henderson calls out his friend Bleet’s 

pomposity, saying; ‘[t]he people don’t come because you grandiose motherfuckers don’t play 

shit that they like. If you played the shit that they like, then people would come. Simple as 

that!’. This scene often comes to mind when I think about the attempts of the worlds of 

literature and the arts to get working-class folk into their book lists, events, plays and exhibits. It 

is not for us (you do not play the shit we like) and we know you do not want our vulgarity 

ruining what promises to be a delightful evening (we will call you out on it). It follows too that if 

these places are not playing the right shit, then the right shit is not properly being produced and 

made available. It takes an involved, open and participatory audience–artist–product 

relationship to bring about this cultural dynamic. One that tends to have its genesis in grass 

roots local cultures, and that lacks the ammunition to break into the larger elite realms. It is not 

necessarily that Mike from Darlington needs to see himself in the films and books, but he does 



need to feel invited to the game and asked to play in good faith. Does Mike even want another 

TV show about a northern brass band whose first trumpet player does not quite fit in with his 

mates and does not have time to figure it out because he is so depressingly poor? How does the 

market account for class-based tales of and for Dipak from Coventry and Weronika in Essex? 

More often it simply avoids the others or clumsily adds to the disunity between classes, genders, 

races and viewpoints. 

The moralizing middle-class liberal elites that dominate these scenes attempt to pull 

‘normal folk’ out of their cultural squalor and unkempt morality. With this, however, well-

meaning move, comes the unspoken finger-wagging of ‘[w]hen we say culture, we don’t mean 

football and darts and gag merchant comics in backstreet boozers. We mean Proust and 

Bergman and Stewart Lee’. There seems little to no attempt to appreciate the beautiful, diverse 

and rich layers of working-class cultures – it is bread and circus, porn, distraction and not ‘Art’. 

And we need saving from it. 

This moralizing and playing of the wrong shit makes it tricky for those of us who do 

happen to like a shot of Bach with our game of pool. ‘Us’, Harrison types. Putting us in a class 

liminality. 

Everybody hates a tourist. So sang Jarvis Cocker in Pulp’s hit pop song, ‘Common People’ 

– a name given to the anthology of working-class life writing published by Unbound Books. A 

book, coupled with its Irish sister anthology, 32, that explores the shades of working-class 

cultures with much more sophistication, rigour and flare than previous attempts. Lisa 

McInerney’s wonderfully sarcastic essay ‘Working class: An escape manual’ deftly discusses the 

issues of assimilation and casting off of previous selfhood – raising questions around whether 

social class is merely ‘current circumstances’. She says ‘[f]arewell to all that built your character, 



buko, you’re a bourgeois boy now […] accomplishment mutates not only your present 

circumstances but all of your past experiences’ (McInerney 2019: n.pag). Kate Massey starts her 

essay with the opener, ‘I am working class, I’m sure, but I am struggling to explain myself. It 

doesn’t help that the me I’m trying to describe keeps being redefined and it’s not my doing’ 

(Massey 2019:n.pag). And Chris McCrudden’s ‘Shy bairns get nowt’ confesses, ‘[i]f my 

relationship with class is so muddled, maybe that’s because the patterns I have to describe them 

are so uneven’ (McCrudden 2019:n.pag). These are crooked paths that lead to lands where 

borders are shifting. Working class is a thing – it is recognizable and observable. But it is not 

monolithic and it is not fixed. Again, we are asked to tread the delicate line between things: 

tradition and progress, past and future, archetype/stereotype and novel form, and Them and 

Uz. 

Despite the current and better faith discussions happening in literature, the arts and 

media right now, there is still an element that this stuff is not made for us; that culture A is 

better than culture B and you require credentials to access the first sort. Are the working-classes 

reading Common People? There is also an element of being patronized by the intentions of 

those who try and persuade us of its worth; this will help you understand, be better and see 

clearer. A poor bunch of disenfranchised lads might get the opportunity to visit a theatre or 

gallery. Shall we send a bunch of naughty private schoolers to Priory Boxing Club? That smell is 

the large crock of cultural imperialism at the heart of this social grandstanding. 

There are myriad reasons for this divide. An important one that gets little attention is 

the inherent conservative and traditional way of being in much of working-class cultures. A 

significant section of the working classes holds conventional and well-established views on 

gender, class, sexuality, ethnicity, family and work. These do not match up with the post-

modernist influencers who hold the keys. The producers do not listen or want these voices, and 



the product is not created with them in mind or at the helm – as such, they are playing the 

wrong shit and people are not coming. Traditional here does not mean racist, homophobic or 

sexist – but it is a motive assigned by many of those agents, editors, curators and directors who 

know little of life lived elsewhere. See Chris McGlade and Paul Embery’s run ins with cancel 

culture as good examples of this. It is not just that the working classes do not sit well in these 

spheres; it is also that they pose a threat. The divide widens and the potential clashes grow in 

the light of Brexit, Trump, European voter shifts to the right and COVID-19 lockdowns. Not only 

are the working classes not understood and not adequately listened to, but they are also feared 

as stupid, bigoted conspiracy mongers. Not true. Not fair. I have felt this myself as a member of 

the literary world and an academic. There is a presumption in certain circles that I will hold the 

same views and values, and a shock in the same circles when it becomes apparent I do not. I 

should add here, I am very lucky to be part of the School of Humanities in the University of 

Wolverhampton; our pack is a proper gang and a wild mix of the best kind of weirdos. 

Cocker’s tourist analogy is a decent summation of how many working-class academics 

and artists feel in fields dominated by the liberal/left middle classes. Rather than it being a 

pointed finger at those wanting to slum it for their arts course, it becomes a finger point at their 

own reflections as they feel not quite one thing and not quite the other. However, it is those 

that pass through and those that skulk in the borders that often see the unseen and pull out 

answers overlooked. Perhaps it is those of us that play and work across the divides that are best 

suited to properly interrogate and remedy these troublesome fault lines. 

The borders of Tony and me 

 

Borderlands 

 
It’s always been the borderlands – 
borders we make, borders 



put upon us 
borders in the borders. 
Granddad holds forth about Kuala Lumpur conquests 
we’ve heard again and again. Nan does her duty. 
Old coals built them and their difference. 
Stambermill viaduct divides his growth: 
site of tissue bombs and resin bongs, 
graffiti wars between Baggies and Wolves. 
Looming grey bricks arch over plains 
where the Stour cuts industrial estates 
and municipal grasses where the kids, 
whose Dads were on the box after Kuwait, 
taught us porn and fags and illicit words. 
We weren’t quite as working as them – 
didn’t matter then. 
Paul moved south after Uni, e’ sez charnce and barth now, 
Linda told ‘im – there ay an R in it, chance rhymes with pants. 
Old coals burn in tongues. 
The middle son boards 
with Mother, she could tell a tale – 
the only child of a factory wench 
and ex-guardsman, 
with council estate maisonette, 
the stench of salted meats 
and carbolic soap. Father, 
eldest of three in Post-War Semi, 
where tobacco, wine and classical 
music steep the scene. 
Watched his Mum die at seventeen, 
never says a word about it. 
Old coals, still subsiding. 
Their spawn, treading waters. 
Working enough for Pennfields, 
Middle enough for Pedmore – 
he ploughed a border. Nah, ‘e’s alright, 
‘e knows Armitage but ‘e’ll gerr’on 
the end of a cross with a minute of lunch 
to spare. 
Madge, 
who did her Tony Harrison thing, 
said a bit of honest vulgarity, better 
than them imagined pretentions. 
Old coal gets a spit polish. 
New builds and period homes mottled 
the other side of Stambermill, where the wraith 
of the viaduct is fogged. A grinning 
perjurer declares things can only get better. 
I doh like ‘im, Nan says, ‘e’s an hyena. 



‘Er was right. 
Old coal, old oil, old game. 
We had books, 
Dad subscribed to Reader’s Digest 
and demolished lit for fun – 
a big American firm took him on. 
Mum had her trinkets – 
corn dollies, porcelain mice – 
cultured a supermarket into a classroom. 
They had rows of Penguin books, 
neatly aligned amongst black and white 
family portraits and kitchens 
of locally sourced goods. 
Have you ever been anywhere outside Europe? 
We weren’t quite as Middle as them, 
we noticed that then. 
 

The poem above features in my Smokestack Books collection, Subsidence, and is one of 

a few that deals with my sense of class liminality. The first thirteen years of my life were what 

you might consider traditionally White working class. We played in the woods and the 

scrapyards behind the estate – spent hours kicking footballs around a barren patch of grass. Dad 

worked days and Mom worked nights. They drank cheap cider with neighbours on the drive for 

their weekend distractions. We had Nan’s caravan in Newtown Wales for holidays. In the mid-

1990s, we inherited some money from my Granddad, and this coincided with my father getting 

head hunted by a big American firm and my mother retraining as a classroom assistant. We 

moved to the posh side of the Black Country into a detached new build. The kids here played 

differently. 

This shifting selfhood is exacerbated by the complex class dynamic in my family. Mom 

grew up in a council flat in Wolverhampton – the daughter of factory workers who, under 

Thatcher’s Right to Buy scheme, became home owners and ‘moved out’ of their form of working 

class. Dad was from a more middle-class background, where cultural capital and wholesome 

outdoors activities were prized. As such, my siblings and I have the grit of our working-class 



inheritance alongside the symbols and traits of our middle-class endowments. This was mirrored 

in school too; Redhill Secondary School was a borderland between the posh kids in Oldswinford 

and the rough families in the Lye and Pennfields. To survive the teenage kicks of a school like 

this you needed to be able to float between. 

My hero, Tony Harrison, named-checked in my poem above and given a cameo role in 

my novel, Bella (2020), deals with this fragmented sense of self and community in much of his 

work. The infamous poem ‘V’, ‘whose heterogeneity invites many different interpretations on 

various levels’ (Butler and Klepuszewski 2012: 39), does this explicitly. Born in a working-class 

family in Leeds in 1937, he was a gifted child and gained a scholarship to study at the local 

Grammar School. He attended Leeds University and became one of England’s most important 

modern poets. In this simple introduction to his life we uncover a fundamental preoccupation of 

Harrison; that of being part of the working class and feeling a great sense of pride about it, but 

also transcending that class through education, his gifts and sheer, single-minded determination 

to be a poet. On the one hand, he despised the cultural imperialism of Grammar School 

education and the divides it caused in society. On the other hand, he became a university 

educated, multi-lingual, linguistics and poetry expert – very much part of the establishment. ‘V’ 

‘is expressive of an inner conflict between the part of him that clearly identifies itself with the 

working-class as a poet, but on the other hand whose education and present social status are in 

complete contrast to his humble origins’ (Butler and Klepuszewksi 2012: 53). He travelled in 

West Africa and Czechoslovakia (pre-1993) before returning to the United Kingdom to become 

the first Northern Arts Literary Fellow, a role he would later hold again. He was the Guardian 

Gulf War Poet and his collections have won numerous awards. As well as conventional 

publication he has amassed an enormous amount of work for theatre, television and film and is 

a respected translator – even if he does say ‘[p]oetry is all I write’ (Harrison 2000: 161). 



Despite my scrapyard childhood, I am a published novelist and poet. I have got a Ph.D. 

and work in higher education. I am the poet in residence for the Black Country Geological 

Society and in 2019 had the huge pleasure of being the inaugural David Bradshaw writer in 

residence at the University of Oxford. I am a poet, writer and academic and my research area is 

place-identity in the post-industrial Black Country. I still meet my oldest friend for games of 

snooker and pints of beer. My closest friends work in factories, digging roads and care homes 

and we celebrate life’s events at Netherton Con Club and the local boozer. They call me Dr Bob 

of Black Country Bullshit. They have given me this nickname for a few reasons: they are proud, 

but do not want me to get too proud; they see the divide between me and them, but do not 

want me to be divided. This joke says, we are smart and savvy and we want you to know you are 

one of us too. My ability to laugh it off and mock myself adds to this. I am saying I am aware of 

my movement into a new category here, but I will not lose myself in it. I am saying, we all have 

to serve somebody. The laughing pulls me away from and closer to them simultaneously. It does 

not work the other way around. Oxford treated me like a royal. I have never been called out for 

my West Midlands vowels or gently mocked as a social climber – sometimes I wish they would, 

it might cut through the unspoken gulf and, like good irreverent humour does, create bonds. 

I saw Channel Four’s screening of ‘V’ (albeit viewed as a rerun on YouTube) as a 16-year-

old in 2000. Watching and hearing Harrison read from his text was like watching an exorcism or 

a weird preaching. Having the poetry set in film within the backdrop of Holbeck Cemetery and 

Industrial Leeds grounded the work in its particular locale and culture. As a virgin viewer, poetry 

opened up for me. No longer were poetry recitals for the stuffy or the ever-so-hip; no longer 

was poetry experimentation or film poetry just for the ever-so-experimental. Harrison had 

proven to me that a poet could be Avant Garde without losing touch of craft or heritage. That 

they could hold the cultural capital necessary to write in strict heroic couplets, but still be able 



to hold their own in the banter of a lock in at The Cross Keys. Harrison takes charge of his 

slippery positions. It is this in-between, and ownership of, that gives the working-class academic 

and writer their power. They have the experience and perception to make sure their cultures 

and communities are not subjects in poverty porn or of goldfish bowl gawping. They have the 

mix of wits, wisdoms and vernaculars to spread those arguments with more strength and reach 

than has traditionally been the case. So why feel like a tourist? Maybe we move between the 

‘Them’ and ‘Uz’ of it all. Maybe we see both ‘Them’ and ‘Uz’ in ourselves clearer. Perhaps tourist 

is the wrong word – outlier is better. 

Harrison was born into what he might describe as the inarticulate classes, but, through 

the post-war selective system of education, he was one of the few ‘lucky’ boys to receive a 

scholarship. This selection ‘allowed [children] to upgrade their social status, but […] alienated 

them from their own family and social background’ (Butler and Klepuszewksi 2012: 10). This was 

certainly the case for Harrison who dedicated much of his craft investigating the divide, both in 

personal and in wider sociopolitical terms. 

This class liminality is likely something shared across the Gen X – Millennial – Gen Z 

populations. The 1980s, 1990s and first two decades of the new millennium have seen 

monumental changes to labour and social mobility that almost completely transformed what 

working-class culture looks like. Right to buy, student loans, deindustrialization, globalization, 

the internet, social media and the modern benefit and tax credit systems have irrevocably 

altered the class landscapes. Haywood points to this in his explorations on working-class 

literature: 

a colossal transfer of economic power from the public to the private sector has taken 

place in Britain. Traditional working-class communities organised around large scale 

manufacturing industry have all but disappeared from British social life; the social 

imagery of such communities has become nostalgic, while the ‘affluent’ working-class 



has been heralded by conservative politicians as evidence of a new ‘classlessness’ 

[resulting in] the accelerated fragmentation of class-consciousness […] the ideological 

effect of submerging working-class identity (or significant fractions of it) into a 

heterogenous, proletarianized underclass of alienated social groups, defined by their 

economic unproductiveness and an inability to participate fully in society. (Haywood 

1997: 141) 

Nowadays, a young girl in a back to back terrace house in Leeds can access an unthinkable 

amount of culture and education, without leaving her home. She can access higher education in 

ways that were only open to posh and ‘gifted’ types before. Almost all of the work available to 

her is clean, safe, service or computational based. And yet, her locale is blighted with crime and 

deprivation. Only one or two generations down the line from her saw uncles, fathers and 

grandfathers on the picket line and in the dole queue. Grandmothers, mothers and aunties have 

traded pin work in the factories and scrubbing the doorsteps for shifts in Primark and call 

centres. The industrial past, on which traditional working-class identities were defined, is no 

longer available in the same way. The post-industrial service and digital economies have 

reshaped the labour landscape – ethnicity, migration and gender add important talking points 

when we consider The Proletariat. Industrial imaginaries of this past culture were constructed 

on the basis of a fundamental exclusion – that of women and their ‘reproductive labour’, but 

post-war Britain saw women rushed into new labour markets. The exhausted, boozing but 

trustworthy father and the tough matriarch hiding coppers in a pot do not exist here – the now 

of working-class life raises the question of their past validity too. There is more to working-class 

life than Smiths songs you know, but not much more. How is our hypothetical Leeds girl meant 

to see herself in class terms? What does that do to her sense of familial and communal 

connection? What does this do to wider social and cultural cohesion and customs? These things 

become fragmented. They lose their callipers. They become tricky to define. If, like me, she 

works hard and is lucky, she could end up with published books and a Ph.D. She might find 

herself discussing Žižek over canapes on a conference break, and then telling disgusting jokes 



with her plumber mates in the roughest pub in town; all in the space of a day. All the time 

feeling somewhat touristy. 

 

Dudley, Leeds and nowhere 

 

My homeland, the Dudley Borough in the United Kingdom’s Black Country, is exemplar for this 

marginal and off-kilter positioning. Ned Williams makes a case for The Black Country and Dudley 

as ‘simply federations of smaller units’, explaining that although Dudley is the main hub of a 

town, it is broken into smaller suburbs/areas – each one having their own particular character. 

This, he argues, is born directly from the way in which local firms and industries worked and 

how significant their place in the community was. He suggests that ‘[c]hain producing works like 

Noah Hingley’s became complete communities in themselves where everybody lived in close 

proximity, worked together, drank in the same pubs and worshipped in the same chapels’ 

(Williams 2010: 109). Williams argues two things here: that the Black Country is a strange group 

of interlinking areas, where, much like the makeup of the working classes, the whole and the 

components are difficult to view in isolation, but somehow impossible to ignore in their 

separateness; and, that these individual townships that mesh to make the larger network came 

about through localized industry and commitment to community. Williams takes this point 

further in Netherton: People and Places, saying not only is it possible to break the Black Country 

down into small parts, not only is it possible to break Dudley down into smaller parts, ‘[i]t is 

possible to continue the process by dividing Netherton into parts [like] Baptist End, Cinder Bank, 

Windmill End, Primrose Hill, Lodge Hill Farm’ (Williams 2008: 5). In this book, he provides an 

excellent description of how Netherton appears today, having faced the challenges of 

industrialization and deindustrialization: 



It is now difficult to imagine the number of small pits that covered the area during the 

first half of the twentieth century, or imagine the landscape through which canals were 

built […] the legacy on the ground has been subsidence. Subsidence meant that much of 

the old Netherton had to be replaced […] by the middle of the twentieth century 

Netherton was an interesting mixture of the old and the not so old. Add to that the 

developments that have taken place since the middle of the twentieth century and we 

have a very complex landscape that now forms today’s Netherton […] Can Netherton 

and similar Black Country towns ever be more than just dormitories in the modern 

conurbation? (Williams 2008: 7–8) 

This post-industrial genius-loci is dealt with in my poem, ‘The Cradle’.  

The Cradle 

 
During the day and during the night 
fires on all sides light 
the landscape in fiery glows – 
constant twilight reigns. 
Broken by hills 
of cinders 
the echoing green, 
honeycombed 
in mining galleries – 
almost unknown … 
iss plastic an’ electric light 
that measures us now, ay it? 
Forges pour plagues, 
Cut-minerals mek 
shot and cannon 
for Colonel Dud, 
to sink Charles’ foes – 
Thatcher fucked 
the redbricked and hardskinned, 
iss PPI an’ empty pubs 
in the sink ‘oles now, ay it? 
We play our part in sinkings: 
anchors and chains 
of ill-fated voyages 
forged in the cradle – 
where blind Gin ‘osses 
walk doleful rounds 
passed houses 
half swallowed in pits 
and timber ribs 
of half corpses. 
We med worlds 
of Cowboys and Indians 



on tracks where 
shoots pierce 
rusts of sheet steel. 
Slate grey bricks steam up over Stour, 
nothing slips across Stambermill, 
to Round Oak, Brierley Hill. 
We exchange introvenous plagues 
between arches now, doh we? 
The moms doh know we goo theya. 
Down in Ma’ Pardoe’s, 
coarsely clad, they 
converse in bleared oaths. 
Weem looking forward – looking back, 
weem stondin’ still. 
During the day and during the night 
fires on all sides light 
the landscape in fiery glows – 
constant twilight reigns. 
 

Similar charges can apply to places like Middlesbrough, London’s Isle of Dogs, Clydebank 

and Salford. These places hold the remains of what once gave the towns meaning, strength and 

prosperity, but are now dulled and homogenous. Harrison’s Leeds finds itself in the same 

position too. Cross Green bleeds into Harehills that bleeds into Chapeltown – all of them distinct 

parts of an inner city that could only ever be Leeds. The Victorian Corn Exchange, once a hub of 

agricultural trade and after a long period of disuse, is now home to overpriced indie shops and 

hip street food cafes. Selby Coalfields have made way for John Lewis. Harrison’s Butcher, 

Publican and Baker family have no abode in the Knightsbridge of the North. The post-industrial 

topography itself confuses our identities, sets them adrift, because we do not have the markers 

and symbols of our traditional class to anchor us anymore. 

 

Raising the V-sign 

 

‘V’ deals with these concerns in typical Harrison style – bluntly. At the beginning of the poem he 

sets the family up as ‘Butcher, Publican and Baker’ (Harrison 1984: 235), then refers to the 



narrator as ‘Bard’. Byron (a nearby grave, not the poet) earned his trade ‘tanning luggage 

cowhide’ while the poem’s narrator (Harrison himself?), ‘learned Latin, and learned Greek’. 

Here, Harrison is clearly marking out the social divides with a certain tongue in cheek tone 

regarding status. He then expands the poem into one where the action is no longer domestic or 

personal but is a collective politics regarding class, gender, sexuality and religion. Bluntness and 

use of ‘everyday speech’ gives his poems pull and potency, but also sees his work sidelined for 

those less difficult to trace and digest. He is a bit too ‘working’ for the laureate role, and he 

would scoff at the proposal anyway. 

Harrison pulls no punches and reaches into an armoury that is razor-sharp and rich with 

cultural weight. Douglas Dunn says, ‘Harrison’s method is to smash nails on their heads 

regardless of whether he breaks his thumb with the mallet’ (Dunn 1991a, : 347). Despite 

delivering this in flowery verse, he is still in-keeping with his male, White working-class roots – a 

baker–brewer–bard. We tell it like it is and we tell it straight in these realms. Again, this 

underpins his divided self and the selves of those he is addressing. The brutal honesty in the 

delivery displays both bitterness and empathy. For example, after a tirade of ‘FUCK’, ‘SHIT’, 

‘CUNT’ and ‘PISS’, the speaker of the poem calmly states, ‘It isn’t all his fault though. Much is 

ours’(Harrison, 1984:239. 

Working-class chat, especially banter, can be brutal – but it welcomes and builds bonds. 

When I go for a pint with my father-in-law there is a bloke who comes in called Black Paul. His 

name is Paul and he is Black. When he comes in, the majority White pub stops what they are 

doing and begin singing Eddy Grant’s ‘I Don’t Wanna Dance’ – Black Paul has dreadlocks and 

looks a bit like Eddy Grant. He then tells everyone to fuck off and does a lap of the pub hugging 

and shaking hands. The blunt, seemingly offensive banter, smashing the unimportant difference 

between Them and Us. Try doing something similar at Ruben’s annual garden party for his 



fellow publishers, agents and authors. This time it is you playing the wrong shit and ‘Them’ 

become very different to ‘Uz’. The working-class writer/academic lives their working life with a 

requirement to be cloistered. The perceived tawdriness of working-class culture is an indicator 

of their idiocy and immorality. 

This idea plays out in my poem below. A sonnet, written in dialect that talks back to the 

perceived vulgarity and shallow tastes and morals of my community. 

Ayesha’s Sonnet 

It ay a sodomy on Pope or Donne – 
the rains on our plains am the sem 
soiled bones of speech’s skellington. 
There ay a voice or sign without frayed hem. 
Our Ayesha, ‘alf caste, single mom 
at teen, ‘as more phil in ‘er ken 
than them teachers who tsk theya tongues. 
‘Er gorr’a fust class hons with eighty-seven 
even though ‘er’s bin sin 
shakin’ ‘er knickers at sad men 
down The Crown. ‘Er ay never bin 
restin’ in nettles – ‘er grasps stems. 
Your tongue ay worth a damn 
When you say we ay nothin’ but bibbles in a can. 
 

Speaking with forked tongues 

 

‘Ayesha’s Sonnet’ is deeply indebted to Harrison’s subversive use of Latin forms; sharing his 

blend of the high art of heroic verse with vulgar dialect tongues. In doing so, catching out the 

snobby addressee. Form acts as linchpin to Harrison’s polemic and carries this liminality further. 

Harrison is a master of form and technique and approaches his craft with a knowingness to his 

literary heritage; Dunn says, ‘[m]etrically, Tony Harrison’s poetry is astute: his style is 

reminiscent of the sub-classical manner of Thomas Gray [and the] pre-Augustan clarity of 

Dryden’ (Dunn , 1991b: 225). Jonathan Barker suggests that the poems’ ‘appearance on the 



page is formal, disciplined, precise and rhythmically exact’ (Barker 1991: 47). For example, ‘V’ is 

framed by an exacting metre and unwavering ABAB rhyming pattern. 

What is it that these crude words are revealing? 
What is it that this aggro act implies? 
Giving the dead their xenophobic feeling 
Or just a cri-de-coeur because man dies? (Harrison, 1984: 241) 

 

Harrison is by no means a one trick poet, only using dusty metrical modes. He also draws on 

‘versifiers from various Germanic and Scandinavian traditions that employ alliterative poetry’ 

(Barker 1991: 21). He uses dialogue and dialect speech in his works, most of which have a 

definite alliterative quality, linking him to the traditions of oral poetry, and again his ‘vulgar’, 

‘low-culture’ heritage. Heaven forbid we start an argument about the merits of spoken word 

and folk music in relation to a working-class cultural appetite. Let us pause to consider the 

significance of John Cooper Clarke and Linton Kwesi Johnson in fusing dialect driven poetry with 

music hall and alternative pop music to push new forms and scenes: local speech, 

counterculture focus and backstreet boozer culture are hallmarks of spoken word in the United 

Kingdom (Purshouse and Francis 2021). Harrison’s use of local vernacular and his attention to 

alliteration illuminates ‘a tension between adherence to metrical forms and the rhythm of the 

speaking voice’ (Butler and Klepuszewski 2012: 28). The example below is the voice of the ‘Skin’; 

a Leeds/inarticulate voice full of poetic force: 

Aspirations, cunt! Folk on t’fucking dole 
ave got as much scope to aspire 
above the shit they’re dumped in, cunt, as coal 
aspires to be chucked on t’fucking fire. (Harrison, 1984: 241) 

 

Harrison uses these forms to provide a strict framework for his ‘nail smashing’. The sense of 

‘proper poetry’ juxtaposes with its subject and the various tones and types of voice. Harrison 

weaves the utterances of the ‘inarticulate’ with the ‘eloquent’, the local with the widespread, 



the working class with the middle class. Discussing Alan Sillitoe’s use of dialect, Haywood argues, 

‘[t]here is no privileging of standard English, which helps to reduce the damaging gap between 

the cultural position of the author and that of the characters’ (Haywood 1997: 102). Liang 

Xiaodong describes Harrison’s work as ‘a language arena in which different voices speaking from 

different social milieus are imposed upon each other […] Them, Uz and his own forked tongue’ 

(Liang 2009: 103). In ‘V’, we are asked to negotiate the vandal’s words – ‘A book, yer stupid 

cunt, ‘s not worth a fuck!’. Then the narrator’s voice – ‘I’ve done my bits of mindless aggro too’. 

An angry poet-narrator who seems a mix of both – ‘the skin and poet united fucking Rimbaud / 

but the autre that je est is fucking you’. And finally, a more omnipotent poet’s voice – ‘I hear like 

ghosts from all Leeds matches humming’ (Harrison, 1984: 242-248). This clearly marks out the 

divides by which Harrison is so compelled, angered and troubled by. Its multivoicedness and 

attention to the muddy borders of social classes offers an outlier’s perspective. In my own 

reading I have been forced to ask: where do I sit, which voice is mine, have I misjudged? Much 

like in his own life, class status and the merits ascribed to collectives and individuals are much 

more shifting. 

Here is another poem that takes these ideas and applies them in a microcosm. A few 

years ago I worked behind the bar of a local pub and became infatuated by the men who came 

and played bridge and dominoes on an afternoon. On one hand coarse, crass, ominous and 

angry. On the other hand deep, emotional, graceful and articulate. You do not want to get into a 

fight with these guys. Sit, drink and talk with them and you are in excellent company. Their 

beauty is similar to the beauty of UFC fighter, Conor McGregor, skipping around his opponent, 

finding the angle, the accuracy and killer instinct of his left hook. I try to bring about a Harrison-

esque chorus of voices and viewpoints to express the divides of Them and Uz, but also the Them 

and Uz within each of us. 



 

Bob the Fish 

Windows steamed 
with blinks of bitter exhales – 
Bob breathes 
like he drinks – 
gulps in goldfish gasps, 
gawps, doh say a word. 
The old naval pugilist 
teks ‘is time over last ‘alf 
as ‘is wench meks tay. 
Down the Exchange 
them baked on Batham’s. 
The players, 
who skeleton 
the pub daily, 
pack up deck and crib board – 
Cheers Bob, y’am a good’un. 
‘E’s sound, our Bob, 
e ‘elps John, 
ya know, 
John with Parkinson’s, 
e ‘elps ‘im down 
the allotments. 
Ritual everyday, 
bobs to and from the taps 
to sup, 
rolls slug sized cigarettes 
wears filthy shorts 
through autumn’s bite. 
Ernie studies the form – 
Bob, the window. 
They nod, 
sit at opposite ends, 
doh spayke 
but exchange cards each Christmas. 
‘E paled that Polak 
next door, day ‘e? 
Gid ‘im a corkwinder 
wi’ a 4x4, 
said ‘e med too much noise, 
gorr’im right to the core. 
When young McKain’s son 
‘ad ‘is fust bab 
everyone stuck a quid 
in ‘is collection. 
Bob knew ‘im as a nippa, 



only tipped ‘is glass. 
Soul as grey as ‘is ‘air, 
there’s a Mild behind the bar 
for tendin’ 
Leanne’s baskets 
when ‘er was down in Burnham. 
An’ we all gerr’im one in 
‘cause ‘e onny ‘as two 
before gooin’ ‘ome 
to tend to mom. 
We all come and goo ‘ere, 
slipping in and out 
in our suppin’. 
Between blinks, 
I see 
summat savage 
oilslicked on iris. 
 

Brendan Kennelley discusses this chorus of voices and viewpoints in terms of ‘outcast voices’: 

poetry is both a continuing revolution and ultimate democracy because it is both 

questioning these voices […] and also creating for them the kind of space which may 

become the overview of the inherited values of the poet-questioner […] surrendering to 

an outcast voice means that one surrenders to complexities of history, religion, 

geography, memory, language, family […]. (Kennelly 2000: 213–14) 

This multivoicedness is the voice of that working-class outlier which invites the outsiders in to a 

culture and space-time that the author/researcher knows intimately, lovingly and respectfully. It 

is not the voice of a tourist-elite having a nose, appropriating or making use of a subject. It is the 

liminal, outlier-outcast performing a carnivalesque. One the working-class researcher/writer is 

in a prime off-kilter position to produce. Now we are playing the right shit! 

Depictions of the working classes have often been of an ‘unorganised, lumpen mass of 

the unemployed and poor, isolated from the community, and any collective historical or political 

solution’ (Haywood 1997: 67). Often with a heavy dose of sentimentality too – Charles Dickens, 

Irvine Welsh and Ken Loach come to mind. And oh god, the likes of Jonathan Coe! Harrison’s 

work offers the necessary nuance, experiment, fragmenting and conjugating collisions to 



helpfully realize the complexity and diversity of working class-ness – nationally, internationally 

and within local parameters. Perhaps aiming at what John Kinsella calls International 

Regionalism. He defines this as writing, ‘in which regional integrity and respect are paramount, 

but threaded together with a consciousness of international conversation’ (Kinsella 2013: 63). 

Work engaged in local voice, space, culture and history. As the Californian poet, Dana Gioia said 

‘[i]t’s often when you’re being most local, most specifically local, that you become most 

universal’ (Gioia 2012: n.pag). 

Ours are songs that fit no regular melodies and require specialist hybrid ranges: the 

working-class outlier. 

Butler and Klepuszewski point to two important aspects regarding voice and form in 

Harrison’s verse, ‘his attempt to render the speech of his class as accurately as possible, and his 

interrogation of the bourgeois forms of poetry’ (Butler and Klepuszewski 2012: 28). Harrison’s 

poetry becomes a sort of Hadron Collider of vernaculars. His work sees what sticks, what clashes 

and what divides. Jonathan Barker reminisces about reading Harrison, saying his ‘poems were 

full of attack, and compellingly readable, dealing with major subjects such as sexuality, politics 

and a contemporary culture’ (Barker 1991: 47). This is of course true, but there is also a subtlety 

of touch with what Harrison chooses to draw from, and again, this sense of division and clash. 

Liang argues that ‘he tries to create new wholes out of that disruption’ (Liang 2009: 108). 

Harrison is motivated to write about his own working-class, Northern, Leeds roots, but does not 

stop there, he introduces to this almost ordinary realm the Miner’s Strikes of the 1980s, the 

Bosnia Conflict, class, war, sexuality, royalty, religion, language, imperialism, etc. I aim for a 

similar effect in my poems – see ‘Borderlands’ for its mentions of the Malayan Revolution, the 

invasion of Kuwait, Tony Blair’s vile betrayals. It is reminiscent of William Blake’s works where 

the reader perceives a literal London of the time but also a London full of blood running down 



palace walls, babies in swaddling bands and invisible worms that fly in the night, all of which 

take on Blake’s local, political and spiritual vision. Harrison does this in a delicate and almost 

playful way, ‘like PRI CE O WALES above West Yorkshire mines’ which brings the royal family and 

the miners’ strikes into the web of divides in the poem. Or in ‘A Kumquat for John Keats’ where 

Harrison dissects the connections and clashes of sweet and sour in the eponymous fruit to 

consider issues of loyalty, love, lust and gender differences. So, with the simple image of missing 

letters or sensory image of citrus fruit the message transcends into a multi-fold vision of the 

divides of life. 

Harrison dilutes nothing in his work. However, even in this scene of violence, poverty, 

racism and deprivation he asks the audience to contemplate the word ‘UNITED’: 

The day’s last images recede to first a glow 

and then a ball shrinks back to blank screen. 

Turning to love, and sleep’s oblivion, I know 

what the UNITED that skin sprayed has to mean. (Harrison, 1984: 248)  

This contemplation on union, love and hope concludes the poem, providing a sense of release. 

The narrator tells us of the ultimate end for all of us – death – and links that to the ‘UNITED 

binding us together’. He leaves us with the instruction to ‘Look behind’ to the grave of his 

family. We end where we began. Haywood states that, 

this circular or cyclical movement is a reflection of some crucial features of working-

class life and its culture in its ‘classic’ phase […] Circularity is not always a signifier of 

entrapment; it can also define secure limits and boundaries and define time according 

to cultural traditions and customs. (Haywood 1997: 57) 

In looking behind and ending at our beginnings, we may start to figure out how one might go 

about perceiving the cause of the divides. In adopting and owning the outcast voice, the 

working-class outlier thinks around them – forging together different voices and vernaculars, 



different cultural traditions, and offers a distinct perspective and expression on something that 

continues to raise and pull faults between folk, places and generations. 

So what do we do about the patronizing narrative of the elites that try to ‘improve’ the 

lives of the poor sods? How do we get them to listen to and play the right shit? How do we 

properly and successfully investigate the uneven steps of working-class culture and community? 

It is this outlier multivoicedness and liminal hybrid positioning, held by us Harrison types, that 

offers the ammunition and leverage to be more than just part of a local scene or subculture – it 

is poetic and narrative thrust comes from Kinsella’s International Regionalism and Kennelly’s 

Outcast Voice. It roots itself in the muddy rhizomes laid down by Kit de Waal and the Common 

People texts. But more than this, the working-class writer and researcher leans into and out of 

their cultures with more ease and precision than their middle-class peers – pulling information, 

perception and expression between the realms and reconfiguring it for our odd but brave new 

world. 
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